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Effective theory�

A. Degrees of freedom and approximate order parameters	




B. Chiral Lagrangian 	




C. Quark sector 	




D. Confining potential	




Incorporating a magnetic background in loop integrals�



Free energy at one loop and some results�

A. Vacuum contribution	


(v used as mass scale) �



B. Paramagnetic contribution	




C. Paramagnetically-increased breaking of Z(3)	




Phase structure�
Case 1: B ≠ 0 , T = 0 	


(v used as mass scale) �Chiral condensate	




Case 2. B ≠ 0 , T ≠ 0 , ϕ ≠ 0: �

Without vacuum corrections	


With vacuum corrections	


(i) Chiral condensate direction: �

Effective potential	




Phase diagram	

Without vacuum corrections	


With vacuum corrections	


•  Chiral and deconfinement (crossover) lines 
initially coincide, then split (3 phases).�

•  The deconfinement line flattens out for 
high enough B (does not go to zero).�

•  Chiral restoration becomes more and more 
difficult for high B.�

•  Chiral and deconfinement lines coincide.�

•  The transitions become 1st order: crossover 
for B=0, strong 1st order for large B.�

•  Magnetic catalysis reproduced in the 
vacuum. [ESF & Mizher (2008)] 	




???� ???�



Comparison with PNJL results	




Comparison with holographic results	




Comparison with lattice results	


« the deconfinement and chiral restoring temperatures both increase, even if 
we do not see any sign for a faster grow and splitting of the chiral transition 
till |e| B ~ 20 mπ

2 ». 	


However, large pion masses: may have to go to higher B to see the splitting!	




Final remarks�



Back up slides �



Motivation �



Outline 



E. Physical setup	






(ii) Re[L] direction: � Without vacuum corrections	


With vacuum corrections	


•  Smooth modification of the effective 
potential (no jumps) – crossover.�

•  σ is at the minimum for each temperature.�

•   No jump in σ.�

•  Jump in the evolution of the effective 
potential with T – 1st order transition.�

•  σ is at the minimum for each temperature.�

•  Jump in σ.�


